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Overview 
If you're a FileMaker® developer, you need strong tech writing skills. You have to be able to communicate 
complex information to users who aren't as technical as you are. Even if the longest string of writing you 
type is a ten-word tooltip, those ten words should be as clear and concise as possible. Perhaps you don't 
write user guides for your solution, but you're still the best source of information for the tech writer, who 
may not be a developer, so you’ll need to be able to transmit your knowledge to her. And it's the rare 
developer who never communicates with a client, even if the client is the Ad department down the hall. The 
more you know about the goals and process of technical writing, the better the whole experience will be for 
your clients and end users. Educated and informed end users are more confident. They trust your solution 
and understand what it's supposed to do. Confident users give you better feedback, which you can use to 
improve your solution. That's exactly the kind of feedback cycle you want to create and maintain. It all 
starts with clear, written communication.  
 
This White Paper provides: 
 

• Information about the different types of documents used in FileMaker development 

• Rules for writing structured documents 

• Examples of good and bad writing 

• Methods for publishing, distributing and maintaining technical documents  

 

Technical Writing Defined 
Technical writing is often defined as “Writing that conveys technical information to non-technical people.” 
That definition is pretty good, so far as it goes. But not all technical writing is aimed at non-technical 
people. Often, the audience for tech writing is an IT department, who will use a Requirements Document to 
track the progress and success of a project. In that case, the audience isn't really non-technical, but they 
may be less technical than you are, at least where FileMaker is concerned. IT folk usually understand terms 
like “data normalization” and “schema,” but you still need to write clearly and unambiguously so there’s no 
room for misunderstanding. 
 
Cast your mind back to elementary school. Remember those tests where you were penalized if you failed 
to answer a question with the proper formula? Your answer was wrong, or you only got half-credit, if it 
wasn't phrased in the form of a complete sentence, like this: 
 

Question: What was the gross domestic product of Belgium in 2002, expressed in dollars? 
Answer: The gross domestic product of Belgium in 2002, expressed in dollars, was $27,750. 

 
In one sense, the unadorned answer “$27,750” is correct. Certainly when you're reading the question and 
answers back to back, this kind of formulaic writing can seem repetitive. But the point of the exercise is to 
learn how to provide all the supporting details that give the bare answer its proper context. Context is as 
important in tech writing as it is in FileMaker. The best technical writing supplies technical information, plus 
any supporting context, that makes the information useful. 
 
In the book The Trusted Advisor1, the authors give a list of high-payback things a consultant can do to win 
the trust of their clients. Item number one is “Listen to everything. Force yourself to listen and paraphrase. 
Get what they're trying to say. If you can't say it back in a way that has the speaker replying, 'Yes, that's it, 
that's exactly what I'm saying,' you haven't listened.” 
 

                                                             
1 David H. Maister, Charles H. Green, and Robert M. Galford. The Trusted Advisor, Free Press, 2000, p. 

197. 
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Use this advice to gauge whether you're communicating clearly, and with the proper context. You're not 
just answering the obvious question your client is asking; you're also giving supplemental information that 
says, “I am trustworthy. You can trust your project to me because I understand what you need.” 
 
At a more basic level, technical writing answers questions. It answers basic questions, like “How will this 
FileMaker database help me run my business?” and the more specific questions like “How do I run a 
quarterly sales report?” The obvious questions are usually easy to spot, but that's just the beginning of 
your task. You also need to:  
 

• Listen for, and answer, those unasked questions, and; 

• Make sure you provide enough context so that all your answers make sense.  

 
It helps to know the goals of the specific document you're creating. Read on to learn more about some of 
the more common types of technical documents. 
 

User Guides 
A user guide is what most people think of when they think of tech writing. A guide can be online help, a 
tooltip, a custom dialog box or a printed manual. Whatever the form, the question the user wants answered 
is, “How do I use this FileMaker solution?” It's up to you to figure out the contextual information that makes 
your answer truly helpful. For example, tooltips come pre-packaged with a lot of context, because they're 
attached to a specific object, and only appear when a user's mouse hovers over them. Dialog boxes are 
similar. They appear when a user runs a script, so their context is usually clear. But you can add even more 
context. For example, you could put a tooltip on a button in a portal that goes to a detail layout for a line 
item on an Invoice. The no-context-one-size fits all approach would be to write a tooltip that says, “Click to 
see details for this item.” The contextual-answer-with-a-complete-sentence approach would use a 
calculation in the tooltip to give the user information about which line item she'll see when she lands on the 
detail layout. A context-rich dialog box should have a specific record's description, or some other identifier 
in the dialog box's title or text. 
 
Like answering the question in the form of a complete sentence, adding more context can feel repetitive to 
you. But the end user doesn't experience it that way. To him, context is confirmation that he's clicked on 
the right portal row, or the right button. And after a few times of getting the right amount of confirmation, 
he'll learn to edit what he's reading, and focus on the important part of the process, like clicking on the 
proper button in the dialog box. 
 
On the other hand, formal User Guides are meant to provide a detailed learning experience. Because a 
User Guide isn't an intrinsic part of FileMaker (even if you create a linked FileMaker file as electronic Help, it 
probably won't have the same kind of context as a tooltip), a PDF or printed guide doesn't come with much 
inherent context. But by using standard elements in a printed guide, you can provide context for your 
readers. 
 
Elements of a Formal User Guide 
Like tooltips and dialog boxes, the overriding question you answer in a User Guide is “How do I use this 
FileMaker solution?” Here's a list of the most common parts of a User Guide and the puzzle pieces they 
contribute to the big picture. 
 

• Title. It might sound redundant, but the title of the User Guide should contain your solution's 
name.  

• Title Page. This includes the guide's title, author (if credit is given), publisher, illustrator (if 
appropriate). 

• Publication date and software version. This information helps the user match the guide he's 
reading to the software version he's using. 
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• Software License. This information is often included separately, and can be installed or 
presented to the user during installation. But it's helpful to repeat it in the user guide, since users 
are usually focused on installation and not licensing details when they install your solution. 

• Trademarks. Give credit where it's due. Include trademark information for FileMaker Inc., and for 
any plug-ins or other third-party software that's included in your solution.  Some additional 
information can be found here: 
http://www.filemaker.com/company/legal/trademark_guidelines.html 

• Copyright notice and permissions. Make sure users know that you're reserving the rights to your 
creation. Let them know if, and how, they can legally distribute the User Guide. 

• Disclaimer. Your attorneys can help you with this language, but you'll usually provide warranty 
information here. Like licensing material above, this information is often included in a separate 
document on install, but it's useful to include it in the guide too, so users can find it easily. 

• Table of Contents (TOC). TOCs let your users know what to expect, and where to find the 
material they need. Few users will start at the beginning of a guide and read straight through to 
the end, so give them the tools they need to get the specific help they want. Most TOCs pull from 
headlines, and, if your document is longer than 40-50 pages, go at least two levels deep. Some 
guides include TOCs for screen shots, tables and/or figures. 

• Preface. A preface might include information about related documents, like a separate installation 
guide or online help files. It might also include general information about conventions used in the 
guide, like graphics or layout conventions you use to emphasize warnings or other important 
material. 

• Text. The main body of the user guide should be well organized. Use several levels of headlines 
so users can flip right to the material they need. Use lots of step-by-step tutorials, specific 
examples, and bullet-pointed lists. Also useful are sidebars, with related material that may be 
tangential to the main subject. Indented notes, tips and warnings also make it easier for users to 
skim through and grab tidbits of data. Cross references within the text point the reader to 
chapters or sections where they can get refreshers or related material. 

• Glossary. A Glossary is an alphabetical list of terms and their definitions. It's usually included to 
help beginners get up to speed on jargon or technical terms. It can include FileMaker specific 
terms, like “Script” or “Modify Last Find” or can be industry specific, like “Document Control 
Number” or “SKU.” By themselves, glossaries can go a long way toward helping a brand new user 
become an intermediate user quickly and with minimal pain. 

• Appendices. A User Guide can have one or more appendixes. Typical material might be a 
Troubleshooting Guide or a List of Errors, and these could be adapted from FileMaker's help files. 
Other material might be very specific to the industry, like a company's policy for coding financial 
transactions, or lists of internal tech support contacts. 

• Index. An index goes hand-in-hand with a TOC and good organization and its primary goal is to 
help the user get what he needs quickly. Index references are to individual words or terms, in 
addition to general topics that may be listed in the TOC. A good index includes cross-references 
to related terms. 

• Reader response. Provide a tech support phone number or email address for contacting you. If 
you don't provide direct support, include contact information for somebody at the client's 
company who can provide support or filter questions and feedback to you. Finally, even if support 
isn't a part of your agreement, you still should be available so the users can let you know about 
typos or errata. 

It's helpful to know how a User Guide will be used before you start writing. A guide that's a supplement to 
hands-on training won't need as much detail as one meant to be used when the user's alone at his desk. In 
the classroom, an instructor will provide a lot of detail or background concepts the solution requires, so 
leave a lot of white space in your layout for notes. Self-paced User Guides should contain more detail than 
a supplemental guide. 
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Instruct and Inform 
Another way to provide context in a user guide is to make sure that you provide both instructions and 
information. Instruction is the step-by-step processes that help a user figure out how to do something 
specific, like create an access Account, or use the Replace function. Many commercial user guides do 
nothing but provide instructions. Intermediate and advanced users often prefer sets of instructions to long 
stretches of text because it's easy to dive in, grab what they need, then close the book and get back to 
work.  

 
Figure 1: Bare bones instructions tell the user what steps to take to complete a process. 

 
Consider the partial set of instructions for creating a new access Account in Figure 1. They’re clear and 
concise. But instructions alone won't turn apprehensive users or beginners into confident users who are 
passionate about your solution. What's missing from instructions is usually the context that makes them 
more useful to a wide audience. Beginning users, and even many intermediate and advanced users, need 
to know what to expect if they click a button, or make a specific choice in a dialog box. The same 
instructions, with feedback and context added, would look more like Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Feedback and context added to a set of instructions help beginners get their bearings. 

 
These instructions provide context and feedback. In step one, the user can read what should happen when 
he chooses a menu command. That way, if something goes wrong, he'll spot it immediately. If it sounds 
formulaic, and a little redundant, it is. But formula and repetition are what users need to get all their 
questions answered. When the writing is very formulaic, with instructions in the first sentence, and 
feedback in the second one, readers who don't need as much handholding can easily pick out the stuff 
they want to skip over. You can make this even more obvious in the layout process, if you take the same 
information and format it like Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Use formatting to make the context and feedback part of each instruction set stand out. That way, 
the readers who need it can easily see that it's not a “what to do” piece of the puzzle. And intermediate to 
advanced users can just skip that part if they don't want to be bothered. 

 
The context stands out because it's on its own line, and is in a different color. By adding feedback, and 
using formatting so it's clearly not the “action” part of an instruction, you've added information to your 
instructions that make them useful to a wider audience. 
 
The way you introduce your instructions can add context and information, too. The minimal context way of 
providing sets of instructions would just have a simple headline, and then plunge into the instruction set, 
like Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: A no-context section heading lets your reader know what the instructions help them do. 

 
But if you provide introductory material, that gives context to the process of creating a new user account, 
you've added another layer of meaning to the guide. What you add to a set of instructions will vary, based 
on the overall organization of your user guide. But there's a formula to help you figure out what the user 
needs. That old college cliché for outlining an essay is: 
 

• Tell the audience what you're going to tell them 

• Tell them 

• Tell them what you've told them 

 
There's a similar three-part formula for writing informational instructions: 
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• Context - tell the user what the task is for 

o Explain why it's important, and give a practical application for the task 

o Explain when it's not important, or if there are cases when it should be avoided 

o Explain any set up that's required 

• Instruction - tell the user how to do it 

• Feedback - tell the user any extra information they need when the process is finished, like “see 
the results on your layout,” “be sure to test your new login account” or any appropriate 
troubleshooting tips. 

 
Using these guidelines, you might re-write the instructions for creating a new user account like Figure 5: 
 

 
Figure 5: The full-on, context, feedback, information and instruction method of writing a user guide. 

 
Of course, this isn't a full-fledged discussion of security in FileMaker, since the topic deserves a lot more 
introductory material in a real user guide. And your guide will be tailored to your users' needs. However, 
when you provide information along with your instructions, you help beginners and old hands alike. New 
users get the background they need to apply the instructions properly, and you've made it easy for the old 
hands to skim the material and pick out what they need to get the job done.  
 

Tip: Tech writing that answers questions, provides supporting context, and gives 
both instruction and information requires more than the ability to construct a 
clear sentence. As you've just seen, you also need to think about structure and 
layout while you're writing. Think carefully about each part, and how they work 
together. Just as you do with interface design in FileMaker, think about how 
your readers will use your writing. 
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Other Types of Documentation 
Get started by reviewing the goals of the document you'll be writing. You probably don’t need to create 
multi-level outlines, or diagram sentences, but you're more likely to hit the target if you have a plan. For 
example, even your emailed reply to a client's first feeler has specific technical writing goals, or questions 
you should answer. In that case, the main question the client is really asking is whether you're the right 
developer to do her work. So when a client is comparing the replies of all the developers she's contacted, 
you want yours to be a shining example of form and clarity. Answer all the explicit questions in the email, 
like “What is your hourly rate?” and “When are you available for a meeting?” But you're also answering 
unexpressed questions, like whether you respond to clients promptly, communicate clearly, and are detail-
oriented enough to run a spell check before you hit the Send button. 
 
Further down the line, the Requirements Document helps the IT department answer the question “Does this 
software deliver the requirements we laid out?” You can create the cleanest, most elegant FileMaker 
database in history, but IT may not rate it very highly if the software you deliver doesn't match the 
document they're comparing it with. That's not to say that requirements don't change during the course of 
development (in that case, you can use a Change Request to document those new needs). Instead, it 
means that communicating clearly about the client’s requirements, and then translating what you've 
learned to a technical document, has become an integral part of your design process. 
 

Note: If you’re using Agile software development techniques on your FileMaker 
project, then you probably aren’t writing extensive Requirements documents or 
Change Order requests since they’re more suited to projects with long 
development cycles. But you’re still writing emails or meeting minutes to make 
sure team members stay on the same page — and that’s really the underlying 
goal for any technical document. So just like the software development, you’re 
breaking your tech writing up into more flexible and digestible pieces. Agile 
principles focus on team building to meet business needs, so you’ll want to 
make sure you aren’t generating reams of documents instead of having 
productive meetings. Make sure you write only what needs to be written down, 
and that your writing is as clear as it can be. After all, it’s not very agile if you 
end up convening another meeting, or triggering a new round of emails, to 
decipher your communication. 

 
Development Documents 
Large firms may generate dozens of technical documents for each project, some even before you launch 
FileMaker to do any development, just to make sure that the project manager, development team, and end 
users are all on the same page. One of the most common problems facing a development project is scope 
creep, where the client, and sometimes even the developer, is tempted to follow a kitchen sink approach. 
That is, peripheral features keep getting added. And they can take time and resources away from the main 
purpose of a solution. If you have planning and development documents to refer to, you can keep scope 
creep in check. Sometimes the client is insistent about adding a new feature that wasn't included in the 
proposal or requirements document. If your documentation is clear and complete, you'll be able to let the 
client know how deadlines and budget will be affected by any proposed additions.  
 
Only the largest FileMaker projects require all the documents listed below. And sometimes documents, like 
a Software Development Plan, are sections within a Requirements document, too. Still, it's useful to know 
the goals of some documents you might be called on to write. Here are some of the most common:  
 

• Proposal. A proposal is often your best chance of convincing a new client that you understand 
their needs. Many times, the proposal is the only formal document a developer will create. 
Depending on how formal the proposal is, it can include these sections: 

o General Description of the solution 
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o Goals 

o Hardware and Software Requirements 

o Security Needs 

o User Roles 

o Integration with other systems 

o Schema 

o Documentation Requirements 

o Report Requirements 

o User Interface 

o Data Flow 

o Development Process 

o Testing Process 

o Schedules 

o Developer fees 

o Other costs 

Topics are covered in general terms, but with enough detail for the client to be sure you 
understand what the project is all about. The more time you can spend with the client determining 
needs in each of these areas, the more accurate a proposal can be and the better chance you 
have of being awarded the job. 

  

Tip: Often, a proposal is part of the job's requirements, even if the project is not 
going through a typical bid process. In such cases, developers charge for 
meeting time and time spent writing a proposal, since once it's approved, the 
Proposal (or the Proposal plus a detailed Requirements document) forms a 
specific road map for creating the solution. 

 
• Use Case Study. Use Case studies model each specific task a database must perform. If 

Requirements answer questions about what the database will do, Use Cases provide context that 
determines how FileMaker will get the job done. For example, one Use Case for a Recruiter 
database might describe how a staff member conducts an initial phone interview with a 
prospective recruit. Current paper forms can help determine the schema needed to support the 
interview. The study describes how staff types data while talking on the phone with the recruit. 
Only when all the data is gathered is an in-office appointment scheduled with the recruit. So an 
Initial Interview layout, with the proper fields and validations, might be created to meet this Use 
Case. A button might activate conditional formatting to emphasize missing data, and then print a 
form, before the staff member can proceed to the scheduling layout.  

A complete Use Case study will list all the database's tasks, or, put another way, all the problems 
the solution should solve. The major benefit of a Use Case study is to put developers into the 
shoes of the end users, so any document that describes the study should reflect how well the 
developers have grasped the user's problems. 

• Requirements Document. A Requirements Document can be adapted from a proposal, since it 
often contains the same topics, but in much greater detail. For example, discussion of security in a 
proposal can list the basic user roles with a general description for each, but the Requirements 
Document would list specific privilege sets (along with each privilege) that will be created to meet 
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requirements. Requirements Documents can include other documents, like the User Interface 
Style guidelines, instead of breaking them out separately. 

• Change Control Plan. A Change Control Plan describes how change requests will be handled. 
For example, a new requirement may be needed to describe each change. The plan could 
determine the feedback process for requesting a change, and identify the staff that can create 
change requests. Each change may require a separate Change Proposal or Change Request 
document describing the proposed change, the reason for the request and the costs, benefits and 
risks of the change. When used, these documents can be used to construct Version Control Logs 
and Software Development History documents after delivery or release. 

• Quality Assurance Plan. QA Plan describes methods and schedules for code review, technical 
review and/or user testing. It should include methods of providing feedback to developers, such 
as observed testing or independent testing with written feedback. A QA Plan can also identify user 
test groups.  

• Software Development Plan. This document describes how a solution will be developed. It 
should include schedules, budgets, estimates, methodologies, such as how teams break up 
development responsibilities, or which standards will be used. Unlike Standards or Style Guides, 
it's always specific to a project, and is updated as needed throughout development. For smaller 
projects, the development plan can be a section in the Proposal. 

• Standards Document. Standards Documents keep teams from creating disjointed work that's 
hard to troubleshoot or maintain. A Standards document should contain standards for naming 
objects (tables, fields, scripts, variables, custom functions), for including comments, external tools 
used, graphics libraries, templates or other common elements. Teams can have a single standards 
document that covers all projects, and some projects can have their own standards.  

 

Tip: Don't try to be exhaustive in a Standards document, or else the process of 
following standards becomes too burdensome to remember and to follow. 

 
• User Interface Style Guide. A style guide contains standards for the look and feel of the 

interface. It also outlines processes, with statements like “All reports will be shown to the user in 
Preview Mode prior to printing,” and visual style, as in “All buttons and other graphics will match 
the look and feel of Mac OS X Yosemite.” Interface Style Guides should include screen shots, or 
illustrations, of the common interface elements, and lists of approved fonts. They can also include 
information about where to find templates, and any resources used to create the layout. If Custom 
Menus are used in a system, those elements should be standardized. For example, conventions 
for command names, and how the menus are invoked, can be listed in this guide. 

• Version Control Logs. These logs list all changes (including new features and bug fixes) in each 
version of the solution. It's often used in conjunction with Change Control Documents and 
Software Development History documents. 

• Vision Statement. Larger projects or commercial products can include a vision statement that 
guides the general decisions made during development. A vision statement can list what the 
solution should contain, and can also include what it should not contain. For example, a vision 
statement for a commercial solution that helps artists manage artwork and usage rights might say 
that the solution is meant to help artists track when, where, and under what circumstances each 
piece of artwork is displayed, but that it won't include invoicing, or other financial tracking. 

 

Note: This is not a complete list of software documents. Many common items, like ER 
diagrams or process storyboards, are primarily visual or graphic, so aren't 
included here. 
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Keep the goals for the document in mind as you write. For example, a Use Case Study outlines the solution 
to a very specific business logic problem. Also think about whom will be reading the document. The 
audience for a Use Case can vary, but it's often IT personnel and the project's manager, who may not be 
an IT person. As you address each Use Case, state the company's needs, and then describe how your 
FileMaker solution will solve the problem. For example, to describe how discrepancies will be handled in a 
Commissions Reporting Solution, you might write something like the passage in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Make sure your writing reflects your client's business logic and is unambiguous. 

 
Notice that this passage doesn't address the method FileMaker uses to find and flag discrepancies, 
because the Project Manager doesn't need details on how you'll solve the company's problem at this 
stage of the game. He needs to know that you understand the problem and will solve it in a way that meets 
the company's policies and goals. A user reading this passage will be able to figure out whether your 
solution would improve her workflow or make her life even harder. Either way, you've laid the right 
foundation to get the feedback you need to make the right design decisions. 
 
The Rules: Write Like You Code 
Most people assume that writing is creative task, but when you're writing technical documents, writing is 
more science than art. As you've seen, technical writing can even be very formulaic, which is why it's often 
referred to as “structured” writing. Just like in FileMaker development, there are forms to follow. So even if 
you think you hate to write, you might enjoy it more if you think of technical writing as assembling pieces to 
create a working whole. Scripts don't run as intended if steps are missing or incorrect. Calculations can be 
inefficient if you don't nest them properly. If you're the type who'll tweak your layouts until they're all pixel 
perfect, then you might even enjoy doing the same thing, using a very similar set of rules, when you're 
writing.  
 

Tip: This white paper isn't meant to be a grammar primer, so you should invest in 
one if you don't have a firm grip of the basic rules of grammar. Still, here are 
some errors that keep your documents from matching the quality of your 
solutions. 

Clean 
You won't get a development job because you've used a semicolon properly in a proposal, but you might 
lose one because spelling and grammar errors indicate that you aren't detail oriented, or that you just don't 
bother to check your work. Remember, your writing forms a part of the unwritten agreement you're building 
with your clients, so make them comfortable by adhering to the established forms. 
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Avoid Sentence Fragments 
Like a Set Field step with no target field, sentence fragments have parts missing. Unlike the Set Field, 
though, in tech writing, there's no good reason to use one. It's just sloppy and confusing. 
 

Problem: To print a report, find the appropriate records, and then click the Print button. For 
example, find the records for the current quarter, or for the last month. 
 
Fix One: To print a report, find the appropriate records, and then click the Print button. For 
example, before you print, you might want to find just the records for the current quarter, or for the 
last month. 
 
Fix Two: To print a report, find the appropriate records first (say records for the current quarter, or 
for the last month), and then click the Print button. 
 

The fragment example is missing an appropriate verb. The first fixed version adds the verb, plus some 
orienting phrases. The second fix does some reorganization to make the whole thing flow better.  
 
Avoid Misplaced Modifiers 
If you write the calculation 2 + 3 * 4 you'll get the result of 14. But if you change the calculation to  (2 + 
3) * 4, the result is 20. That's because FileMaker follows standard mathematical rules to figure out the 
order of its operations. Parentheses tell FileMaker to skip normal order and do some operations first. 
Modifiers follow similar rules to figure out which parts of a sentence go with other parts. Make sure it's 
clear which object you're modifying in your sentences or you might have your users searching for blue 
reports, instead of blue print buttons. 
 

Problem: Click on the button to create a Quarterly report, which is blue. 
 
Fixed: Click on the blue button to create a Quarterly report. 

 
Avoid Misplaced Subjects 
You can be writing along nicely, concepts flowing without ceasing, adding idea to idea, confident that your 
reader is swimming in knowledge. You've given your users tutorials, online help, and brilliantly realized 
sample databases. Screen shots with perfect callouts describe every layout. No process is left untaught. 
No report is left undocumented. This is the supreme example of the technical writer's craft. 

Cue the sound of screeching brakes. Go back to that last paragraph. What is the supreme example you've 
just given? Is it the documented reports? The online help? Your brilliant writing? Who the heck knows? 
Because you've just used the very unspecific “this” as a subject of a sentence, there is no clear way for the 
user to figure out which thing you're referring to. “This,” by itself, is rarely enough to let people know what 
you mean. Fix your paragraph with a simple addition. The last sentence is more precise if you add two little 
words: 

“This User Guide is the supreme example of the technical writer's craft.” 
 
Now you have an unambiguous paragraph. 

 
Apostrophes 
Please use them properly. Don't write “they're” when you mean “their.” Don't write the possessive “its” 
when you mean to use the contraction “it's” for “it is.” Sound out the uncontracted form before you hit the 
save button, and you'll soon stop using the wrong form. You'd never write: 
 

 “Don't forget to create you are found set before you click the Print button.” 
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However, that's what you are writing when you use the wrong form, as in: 
 

 “Don't forget to create you're found set before you click the Print button.” 
 

The proper form is “...create your found set....” Don't forget your grammar lessons. For a quick study that's 
easy to read, and funny too, check out Lynn Truss's (note the use of the possessive “'s”) Eats, Shoots and 
Leaves. You don't have to turn into a prissy English major, who's certified to issue punctuation citations, 
just make it easy for your readers to get your meaning without wincing. 
 
Spare 

Probably, the most famous piece of writing advice is E. B. White's “Omit needless words” from his The 
Elements of Style. It's so iconic that Steve Krug, in Don't Make Me Think: A Common Sense Approach 
to Web Usability, made this visual pun as the name of his chapter on “not writing for the web:” 
 

 
It's a fun play on White's rule, but it misses the point. You really can't get rid of the word “needless” 
without changing the advice. White isn't saying that you can just randomly delete words and expect better 
writing. You might as well edit your writing by throwing darts at the page. No, like good graphic design, 
what you do is to remove everything from your writing that can be removed without altering meaning. 
Consider this definition of parsing: 
 

“Parse can be described as breaking up a text string or the contents of a text field into smaller pieces. 
These parsed pieces can be put into other text fields, used in other calculation fields, or be used to 
control how a FileMaker script behaves.” 

 
A thrifty writer might rewrite these sentences with fewer words, without losing meaning: 
 

“You 'parse' data when you grab specific, meaningful parts from the whole to use in other places, like 
fields or scripts.” 

 
In this re-write, words are not merely removed, but structure is changed so that fewer words can express 
the same meaning. An entire tangential thought (the one about using parsed data to control a script) has 
been removed for clarity's sake. You can be thrifty without doing a complete teardown, though. Here are a 
few examples: 
 

Too Many Words: “When you are in the Manage Database dialog box, looking at the fields tab, you will 
see a pop-up menu at the bottom called Type.” 
 
Just Right: “At the bottom of the Manage Database dialog box, on the Fields tab, is a pop-up menu 
called 'Type.'” 

 
No meaning is lost, just six words. You could make the sentence shorter by writing “At the bottom of the 
Fields tab of the Manage Database dialog box ...” but you'd actually lose clarity that way. In that structure, 
you'd be asking the user to find the tab before she finds the dialog box, and that's out of order. Stick with 
the slightly longer form. 
 

Too Many Words: “You can have the option of showing the user related records in a particular sort 
order by checking the option in the Edit Relationship dialog box. You will then get the chance to pick a 
related field by which to sort all the related data when you do.” 
 
Better: “Show users related records in a specific Sort order by checking the “Sort records” option in 
the Edit Relationships dialog box. When it's selected, you'll see a list of fields you can use to sort the 
data.” 
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Best: “To sort related records, check the 'Sort records' option in the Edit Relationships dialog box. A 
list of fields you can use for sorting appears.” 
 

From the first version to the third, word count is reduced almost by half. Plus, this progression is an 
example of how you might learn to edit your own writing. You may need to make a few passes to get your 
writing down to the bare essentials. William Zinsser, in On Writing Well, advises deleting 50 percent of 
everything you write. He says his new students howl when he tells them to strip out half their writing. “It 
can't be done,” they say. “But when you're done,” he says, “you will have looked at your piece objectively, 
and seen that it's full of clutter, weeds that are smothering what you write.”  
 
Writing with fewer words gets you a long way to the goal of reducing your writing by half. But that's not the 
only way to write short. Write short sentences instead of long ones. How? Don't string lots of ideas into the 
same sentence. Let one sentence carry a single idea.  That way, you're transmitting ideas in manageable 
chunks, not great shovels full. Write short paragraphs, too. Each paragraph should have one major theme. 
If you start a new theme, make a new paragraph. Think of it as white space in your writing. Just as you 
separate data with white space on a layout, give your readers the clear idea that you're moving on to a new 
theme. 
 
Why go to all this effort? Some developers pride themselves in writing scripts with the fewest number of 
steps that can get the job done. They know that shorter scripts take less computer processing power, and 
that shorter calculations evaluate quicker. It's exactly the same with your reader. They use less brainpower 
to evaluate your writing if it's more compact. That doesn't mean talking down to your readers. It's not that 
they don't have the power they need to grasp complex ideas — it's just that you shouldn't write in a way 
that makes readers burn extra cycles. Let them save those cycles for the really hard stuff, like driving in 
rush-hour traffic or making sure the medical implants they're developing are 100% safe for use in human 
beings. 

 
Simple 
The more advanced people get in their field of expertise, the more they tend to use big words and long 
sentences that string together multiple ideas. But when's the last time you enjoyed reading a doctoral 
thesis or an academic paper? You might have plodded through because you had to, and you probably 
came away the better for the effort, but did you honestly enjoy the act of reading it? Did you find it easy? 
More likely, you needed to read slowly, and double back to re-read sometimes to make sure you grasped 
the concepts fully. Notice where the burden of work is when the writing is complex? It's on you, the reader. 
 
When you write about complex subjects, using a simple writing style, you do the doubling back — you edit, 
and re-write, and shorten and change the structure of your writing until it passes the simplicity test. This is 
same principal you use when you design a buttoned-down interface where every process the user needs is 
scripted and controlled. The burden of development is higher, but ease-of-use is your goal. Your tech 
writing should be as easy to use as your databases. 
 
Don't think that complex subjects can't be rendered in simple language. Malcolm Gladwell, the author of 
Blink and The Tipping Point, is masterful. He writes about sociology with such beautiful simplicity that both 
books are best sellers. Sure, the concepts he writes about are compelling, but they're deceptively complex. 
Gladwell's books wouldn't have an audience outside a narrow field if he weren’t so good at writing simply 
and clearly, even when the subject matter isn't so simple or clear. In the sample below, Gladwell explains 
how a fire department commander used years of experience to order a burning house cleared moments 
before the floor collapsed into the basement:  

 
“In retrospect all those anomalies make perfect sense. The fire didn't respond to being sprayed in the 
kitchen because it wasn't centered in the kitchen. It was quiet because the floor muffled it. The living 
room was hot because the fire was underneath the living room, and heat rises. At the time, though, the 
lieutenant made none of those connections consciously. All of this thinking was going on behind the 
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locked doors of his unconscious. This is a beautiful example of thin slicing in action. The fireman's 
internal computer effortlessly and instantly found a pattern in the chaos.2” 

 

You don't notice it at first, but this passage talks about at least four complex topics: fire-fighting methods, 
the physics of a fire, the psychology of a person under stress, and the sociological study behind the 
example. Yet each topic slides down easily. Plus it's a gripping way to sum up the section's title: “The 
Perils of Introspection.” Consider this passage from a research paper on identifying chemical traces and 
fire patterns: 
 

“Such parameters may be the extent of secondary damage due to fire intensity, amount of supplied 
water during fire fighting and the delay in time before the sampling. In this context a chemical trace is 
the residual liquid accelerant detected by use of a chemical analytical technique termed Gas 
Chromatography.3” 

 
No doubt, the writing is accurate and complete, but the burden of gathering meaning is squarely on you, 
the reader. Which passage leaves you wanting more? Which one makes you feel smarter, the one you had 
to wade through, or the one that went down smoothly?  

 
Avoid Database Jargon 
Back in Figure 6, you saw an excerpt from a Requirements document that used jargon words. But notice, 
it's not FileMaker or database jargon. This jargon is words the Accounting department uses to describe 
their data. When you use your client's jargon, she'll feel like you know her business, but if you use your own 
jargon, she'll feel excluded from the club. Just make sure you use the jargon correctly, or you'll defeat the 
purpose of demonstrating that you've grasped your client's business rules. 

 
Be Consistent 
Consistency is like the rhythm section in a band. It orients the user, and gives them something to hold onto 
if they get lost. If you aren't consistent, the user has to learn your writing quirks at the same time they're 
trying to parse your meaning. Take yourself out of the equation and let readers focus on what you're 
writing, not how. 
 
Mirror the software 
Any time you reference a command or an element in FileMaker, be sure you use the same case and 
spacing FileMaker does. For example, the field option that creates data when a record is created is referred 
to as “Auto-Enter” in the dialog box. You might not think it's important, but when users see the option 
spelled differently in your documents, they'll have doubts. They'll wonder if they're using the wrong version 
of the software, or even if they've got the wrong dialog box. Pay attention to details. 
 

Right: Auto-Enter 

Wrong: auto enter, Auto Enter, autoenter 

There are some exceptions to this rule, such as when you're just referring to the feature, but not talking 
about the specific option in the dialog. For example, these sentences are consistent with the software: 
 

“Auto entry calculations will be used to create consistent data entry whenever possible.” 
“Create a date field and set it to auto enter the Creation Date.” 

 
This sentence is not consistent: 

                                                             
2 Malcolm Gladwell. Blink, Back Bay Books, Little Brown and Company, 2005,  p.123. 
3 SINTEF NBL. Determination of Fire Patterns and Traces due to Liquid Accelerants on Floor Coverings. 

2005.   http://www.sintef.no/content/page1____5132.aspx 
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“Click on the auto entry tab to see the options.”  
 

Similarly, if you're explaining how a user can find records for a report, avoid the use of words like “search” 
or “query” at least when you're referring to commands. FileMaker uses the term “Find” — it's used 
throughout the software and the FileMaker documentation. The one exception to this rule is if you're using 
Custom Menus to suppress all the FileMaker native commands. In that case, use whatever term the users 
will be comfortable with in your Custom Menus. Then, make sure your documentation mirrors your custom 
software.  
 

Alert: If you're keeping FileMaker native commands, you can depend on the 
FileMaker help files to fill some gaps in your documentation. But if you're going 
all custom, then your documentation will need to be very complete, so that 
your users aren't confused by the differences between the FileMaker onboard 
documentation and what they’re seeing in their databases.  

 
Use a Style Guide 
If you're writing an article or a book for commercial publication, you may be required to use your 
publisher's style guide. If you're writing for a client, take a look at “The Chicago Manual of Style” or “The 
New York Times Manual of Style and Usage.” These style guides aren't specific to the tech writing industry, 
but they'll provide a lot of structure for your writing. For example, they contain guidelines for when to use 
digits and when to spell out numbers' names and how to write mathematical equations. 
 
Neither of these guides covers software issues, like how to refer to common keyboard commands, so you 
may have to roll your own standards. For example, it's helpful to refer to keys in all caps, like: 
 

• Press the ENTER key 

• Press TAB 

• CONTROL + S 

 
Another way to be inconsistent is to write, “Press the button” sometimes and “Click the button” other 
times. Pick a style, and use it always. 
 

Note: You may get away with a slight deviation from the software if you refer to the 
Save Script command's keyboard shortcut as “Control-S” or “CTRL + S” 
instead of “Ctrl+S,” which is how the FileMaker menu reads. What matters 
most is that you do it the same way every time. Establish a standard, and stick 
to it. 

 
Active 
Avoid the use of passive voice in your writing. Tech writers sometimes fall into the trap of writing in passive 
voice because it sounds objective, as if you don't have a stake in what you're writing. The sentence, “When 
the button is clicked, a report is printed” is passive because the verb takes the “is clicked” and “is printed” 
form. The objective part of passive voice implies that your user, or a gorilla, or Dennis Kucinich, could click 
on the button and it would behave the same way—which is true. However your reader only cares what 
happens if she clicks the button. It's really difficult for your user to get the idea that you know what her job 
requirements are if you're stuck in passive voice. Switch to active writing and take advantage of this subtle 
form of bonding with the reader. 
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Another reason tech writers use passive voice is that it focuses on the action of the sentence. Even though 
it's dry and distancing, the form “When the button is clicked, a report is printed” makes it clear that the 
report will be printed as a result of clicking on the button. But the right kind of active voice can make that 
relationship equally clear. The version “Click the OK button to print the report” is not distancing. It's active, 
immediate, and it makes the relationship between the button and the report clear. It’s also one word 
shorter than original. 
 

Note: If you think active voice doesn't have a parallel in the FileMaker universe, 
consider the script step “Go to Layout [].” It's not written as “A layout is 
revealed.” Software is active. Your writing should be active, too.  

 
Tone 
There's a Far Side cartoon where the first panel is a guy ranting at his dog, and the caption is something 
like, “What you say to your dog.” The second panel is, “What your dog hears.” The guy's speech balloon is 
full gibberish punctuated with the dog's name repeated over and over. 
 
It's not quite parallel, because your users are not dumb beasts; far from it. But it's been said that every 
person’s favorite word is his or her own name. You don't know your users' names, but you can establish a 
more personal tone by addressing them with a personal pronoun instead of as “the user” or “one.” What 
you're doing is creating a very subtle, and wholly appropriate, emotional bond with your reader. You can 
gauge the value of this in your own learning experiences. Everybody learns best from a teacher they like. If 
you can establish a friendly tone, you're doing two very important things.  
  

• Letting your reader know you're interested in the outcome, and 

• Engaging the reader 

 
Remember, your readers start out motivated, by virtue of having picked up the guide. Your tone gives them 
a hook, so they stay motivated.  
 
It's not just the reader who benefits from a friendly tone. Lots of writers have trouble getting started.  But 
working up to a “writing mood” should be easier once you realize that your natural speaking voice (with 
judicious editing of the “ers” and “ums” that might creep in), is also the most appropriate writing voice. 
Don't try to adopt an unnatural tone, like an orator declaiming from on high. Learn to write as you'd talk, as 
if you were sitting beside a user, showing him how to work your database. You'd be calm, precise, 
reassuring, and firm as you spoke. If you can manage that same tone when you write, you'll have 
successful end users. 
 

Tip: Avoid the first-person plural, as in “First, we'll create a portal” or “Now we'll 
click the OK button.” It's just a writerly technique to imagine you're sitting 
beside your users. It's not reality. And remember, your tech writing tells readers 
what to do; it doesn’t do the work for them. 

 
Editing Is Testing 
There's no other way to say it: editing your own writing is hard. It takes a lot of practice to get good at it. 
Think of editing as the testing phase of your writing. Just as you'd test a script after you write it, get your 
thoughts down, and then read through to see if the passage works. If you can't see what's wrong 
immediately, there are a few things you can do. First, let your writing sit a while. Go back to FileMaker and 
code, or just let a section sit for a day so it isn't so fresh. Second, some people find that reading out loud 
helps them hear grammatical errors or clunky language better than reading silently. Third, submit your 
writing for “code review.” Get feedback from somebody else, maybe another developer, or even better, an 
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end user. Finally, just as you do iterative development, learn to edit iteratively. Make a pass at cleaning up 
your work, and then do another pass a little while later. Repeat the process until you have clean prose. 
 
Self-editing is a tough skill, but once you master it, the payback is huge. The better you get at editing your 
own writing; the better your writing will be from the start. Also, you'll remove the fear that some writers get 
from staring at an empty document. Remember, you don't have to be perfect the first time out. Just get 
some words out there, and then edit them until they work. 
 

Tip: It's been attributed to Mark Twain and William Faulkner, but whoever said it, 
the advice “Kill your darlings” is a great editing rule. Your favorite turn of phrase 
or pet tangent is likely to be distracting to your reader, so steel yourself and 
strike those little dears out of your writing. Think of them as stupid FileMaker 
tricks. Yes, it's very cool that FileMaker can play Pac Man (for example), but it 
won't get your databases finished or your tech documents written. Kill your 
darlings. 

 
Summing Up the Rules 
Iterative editing can reveal flaws in the structure of your writing. For example, if you're trying to shorten a 
passage, or make your subject and verb agree, you may find that what you really need is a remodel. For 
example, people often write this way: 
 

“Some users choose to use their mouse to issue commands.” 
 
This seemingly simple sentence has several problems. First, “some users” doesn't agree with “their.” The 
writer wants to avoid being sexist by avoiding “his” or the politically correct, but grammatically disastrous 
“his/her.” The verb “choose” is weak and so the whole sentence threatens to collapse. Sure, good software 
is about choice, and the verb “choose” seems to play into that. But users don't care about what choices 
they have to make, they care about how software works. They care about how they use it. Finally, “issue 
commands” is jargon. Developers issue commands because we like to order our software around. Users 
choose commands because they just want to get the job done. 
That sentence needs a complete renovation. Here's a more emphatic, yet still friendly, version: 
 

“Use your mouse to select the command.” 
 
It's active, short, precise and direct. Lather, rinse, and repeat. 
 

Tip: If you want to be a good writer, be a voracious reader. You probably learned to 
develop well by studying other developer's solutions. Do the same thing with 
good technical writing. Notice it everywhere: on packaging, in your new cell 
phone's user guide, online. Pick apart the bad stuff. Figure out what would 
make the good stuff better. You're training your brain to know what's good and 
bad. You'll be the Shakespeare of technical writing in no time. What’s more, 
many writers say that their spoken communication improves along with their 
writing. 

 

A Cautionary Tale 
You've heard the story about the IT guy who goes to troubleshoot a computer and finds that the woman 
has apparently erased the folder that should have contained a year's worth of work on a mission-critical 
project. So he asks her, “Uh, didn't you see the message that asked if you were sure you wanted to empty 
the trash?” 
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“Yes,” she says. “I saw that. But I didn't think it was talking to me.” 
 
Every FileMaker developer has met users like that. But the truth is, when users fail, it's not their fault. The 
fault, dear developer, lies not in our users, but in us.4 Either the software has failed, or the documentation 
has. Your job is figure out which piece is at fault and then fix it. 
 

Using Illustrations Effectively 
Use a screen shot when you're talking about a specific element in your software. If you're explaining your 
solution's custom navigation buttons, include a picture of them along with the text, at least the first time 
you mention them. But you don't need to repeat the figure every time you refer to the database's 
navigation. Instead, you can just cross-reference the original figure.  
 
On the other hand, you should repeat a figure if you're focusing on a different part of the element than you 
were when you first introduced the topic. For example, if you're explaining how to use the Appearance tab 
of the Inspector to style object types and object display states, include a screen shot of the entire area. 
Callouts that explain these pop-up menus would be helpful. At that point, you're not discussing the theme 
or style, so you can, and should, ignore that part of the dialog box. But later on, when you do explain how 
to save to a style or theme, include a new screen shot of the Inspector, but this time, crop the shot so you 
focus on the top part, where those options are. If you don't go into copying and pasting styles until another 
section, you'd include a third shot of the Inspector, this time; you'd focus on the buttons to the right (see 
Figure 7). 
 

 
Figure 7: The left illustration shows one way to create callouts that emphasize and explain specific parts of 
an element. The middle illustration shows how to crop an element to emphasize a specific part. The right 
illustration shows the same object, with a callout pointing to yet another part. 

 

Tip: Figure 7 shows three different shots. Each one (left, middle, and right) is 
addressed in the caption. Another method for letting the reader know which 
part of the figure he’s reading about is label each shot, as with a title above 
each one, then repeat the label in your caption. 

 
Taking Good Screen Shots 
For most tech writing, your illustrations are taken directly from your computer's screen. Unless you are 
taking them on a Retina MacBook Pro, most start out at 72 dpi, which isn't enough resolution for printing. 
Use a good screen capture program, like Snapz Pro (Mac) or CaptureEzePro (Windows). These programs 
(and others you might prefer) can convert screen captures directly into TIFF format, which most pro 
publishers prefer. 
 

                                                             
4 Paraphrased from William Shakespeare. Julius Caesar. Act I, Scene ii. 
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• If you're printing in black and white, let your screen capture program remove the color for you. 
That way, you don't have to open an image program and convert the file. 

• Most capture programs let you decide whether to show the cursor or not. You should only show 
the cursor if it's important to the concept you're illustrating. For example, if you're showing a 
hierarchical menu, or a highlighted menu command, show the cursor, because that's what makes 
the menu pop out, or highlight. But if you're just talking about an option in a dialog box, the cursor 
is distracting so don't show it. 

• Take the screen shot at a size that's as close as possible to the printed size. Screen shots don't 
usually reduce or enlarge very well. 

• Desktop patterns are distracting. If your desktop has to show in the shot, switch to a solid color, 
so the user can focus on the important parts of the figure. Even better, use an image editing 
program to crop it out entirely. 

• Focus on the important part of the “action.” Make resizable dialog boxes as small as possible. If 
you can't resize, try cropping or use a callout to point to a specific part of the dialog box. 

• On the other hand, don't crop too much. A tiny shot of just the OK button in a dialog box or a 
single tool in a toolbar loses context. Your readers won't know where to look to find those 
elements on screen without some nearby objects to help them get their bearings. 

 

Tip: In a set of instructions, you usually don't need to include a shot of every dialog 
box a user needs. In that case, too many screen shots can make instructions 
hard to follow. Pick the most important one, or one that you haven't used 
previously, then use the technique of providing information and instruction to 
orient your readers to the other dialog boxes. 

 
Captions  
All illustrations should have a caption, even if it's nothing more than a figure number. That way, you can 
reference the figure in the text of your document. In a perfect world, your figures will land on the page just 
below the text that refers to them, but sometimes the reality of page layout means a figure might have to 
move away, sometimes a long way, from the text it's illustrating. Your layout artist won't always have time 
to make sure you've provided a reference to the figure, so if you're consistent about providing a reference 
and a matching figure number in the caption, your readers won't be lost when a figure has to be moved. 
 
It's helpful to give each illustration a name, especially in a User Guide, where most figures are screen shots 
from FileMaker. Again, be consistent. If you use names for some figures, make sure every figure has a 
name. If the figure represents a FileMaker element, make sure the name matches the spelling and case in 
FileMaker. That way, your user can match up your text, the figure, the caption, and what he's seeing on his 
computer monitor. 
 
There are two main schools of thought on writing caption content. One school says that the caption should 
repeat material that already appears in the body of the text. The thinking goes that the caption reinforces 
the main theme that the reader has just read in the text. Plus, people who skim often look only at figures 
instead of reading swaths of text, even if it's step-by-step instructions. The other school says that captions 
should have extra material that isn't in the text. That way, readers will be more likely to read the captions 
instead of skipping them because they already know what's there. 
There are passionate advocates for both positions, so you take your pick. Just don't mix styles from figure 
to figure. If you do, you're breaking an agreement that you might not even realize you've made. That is, if 
some captions are simple repetition, but others have value-added info, readers seeking new data will feel 
cheated when you don't deliver. And those who've skipped reading captions will wonder what they've been 
missing when they notice some new tidbit in your captions. 
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Tip: Most publishing houses make caption content a part of their style guide, so, 
make sure you know which type they prefer before you submit your 
manuscript. 

 

Publishing Your Technical Documents 
Once the writing's finished, there are still several production tasks before you can get the final document 
into your reader's hands. The good news is that this is the easiest break point for farming out the rest of the 
publication process. Here are some people (or roles) you might want to enlist for publishing your 
documents: 
 

• Editor. The Editor usually manages all the processes related to publication. As you'd expect, she'll 
be the first outside person checking your work. She'll look for problems with structure and clarity. 
If you're writing for a third-party publication, like a magazine or book publisher, she'll also make 
sure your writing conforms to house style. She sets deadlines, checks illustrations, corrals all the 
documents, and manages other personnel involved in production. 

• Technical Editor. The Technical Editor (TE) makes sure you don't write something that's 
technically incorrect. He'll also go through all your instructions, checking for clarity and accuracy. 
If you're providing sample databases, the Tech Editor will test the files to make sure they match 
the tutorials. 

• Copy Editor. The Copy Editor (CE) checks for grammar and punctuation. In a publishing 
company, the copy editor may also check for house style. 

• Layout Artist. He'll choose fonts and screen shot styles, and actually do the tedious work of 
making sure styles are applied correctly throughout the document. Simply put, he'll do the page 
layout of your document. He may have to replace all your placeholder graphics with the real thing, 
once the art department has worked its magic. 

• Art Department. Your screen shots may need callouts, or have drop shadows added to them. 
This is the art department's job. 

• Indexer. The Indexer marks your copy for Index entries. 

 

For a major publication, like a User Guide or a book, you'll submit your writing to the editor, who'll 
shepherd it through technical and copy editing first. At that point, your document is still in a word 
processing file (or files). Usually, the screen shots are just placeholders, or low-resolution copies. The 
Technical Editor and Copy Editor each make comments in your documents, and when they're done you'll 
accept or reject each change. If the manuscript will be indexed, the markup usually happens at this stage, 
too. After this first round, the manuscript goes to layout. The layout person places the final artwork, which 
has a big impact on page count. Sometimes, your illustrations will be moved or edited to make the material 
fit better on the pages. Don't worry, though. You'll see, and proofread, the nearly finalized layout at least 
once before your manuscript is printed. 
 
Of course, not every document needs to go through this rigorous process. Proposals and Requirements 
Documents don't usually need illustrations or indexes. And you may work in a small firm that's handling all 
these tasks in-house. But if you know how the pros handle publishing, you can apply their methods to your 
documentation. For example, you may not have a person on staff whose job title is “Editor,” but if another 
developer checks your work for technical accuracy or general style before you start the page layout, you'll 
save time if you find out that a whole section is missing and needs to be added in the middle of chapter 
three. 

Tip: The look and feel of your documents should match your software product to 
reinforce branding. Even if you haven't created a full-fledged brand, make sure 
to use your logo and corporate fonts and colors on all your documents. 
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Distribution 
Distribution methods divide pretty evenly between old-school paper-based publishing and a whole array of 
electronic methods. Each has their advantages and disadvantages. 
 

• Paper. Proposals and other tech documents that are produced while you're designing your 
FileMaker database are usually printed on paper; printed pages are easier to handle during 
meetings, which is where most printed documents are used. Beginning users tend to prefer paper 
User Guides, because paper allows them to focus on one technology at a time; for example, only 
FileMaker and not a web browser as well. Paper takes longer to update, especially for longer 
documents, and it isn't ecologically friendly. 

User Guides, though, are most often published as PDF files, since that keeps production costs 
lower and shortens the lead-time necessary for getting a commercial software package released. 

• Electronic. Help files can be either separate FileMaker files, or another software application, like 
Adobe's RoboHelp, or ComponentOne’s Doc-To-Help. You can also consider including a Help 
table in your schema to provide the help structure directly within your solution. And don't forget 
the FileMaker onboard help files to assist users in learning the native FileMaker features they may 
need to use in your custom solution. 

• HTML-based. Web browsers have strengths as a delivery channel for your help files, or User 
Guides. Take the example of some game cheat sites, where you can offer progressive help. 
Intermediate and Advanced users may only want to be pointed in the right direction. Give them 
what they need with one or two clicks. Then you can provide a second link (or more) with extra 
detail, for those who need more handholding. HTML files also make it easier for the reader to find 
cross-references to related material, via well-structured hyperlinks. HTML help is also very easy to 
display in the appropriate context within your FileMaker solution using Web Viewer objects; a 
potentially huge selling point for your solution. 

• Wiki. If you have a group of super-users, put them in charge of creating a Wiki-based set of help 
files. They're the ones in the trenches, using your software regularly, and they're best positioned 
to know what their peers need help with. Plus, the software is open source, and updates can be 
pushed to users instead of trying to let your user base know that updated books or PDFs are 
available for download.  

 
Updating Documents 
Production documents, like Requirements, Change Orders, or Development Plans often change throughout 
development. Keep these documents updated, so that they're accurate reflections of the application 
you've built. This is most critical when a client uses those documents to assess the success of the project. 
So even though it may sound like a lot of work to require Change Orders in the heat of development, that 
paperwork is a set of signposts that help explain the software you’ve delivered.  
 

Tip: Since updating and re-writing takes time, build that into the proposal and 
schedule. 

 
After-the-fact documents, like User Guides, should be updated each time you release a new version of the 
software. For custom software, though, it's not so easy to identify a new release, since the software is 
under constant revision. In that case, paper guides become useless in a short time, so using PDFs is an 
improvement over printed guides. However, you've still got to let your users know there's a new version. 
Somebody has to email a new PDF to each user, or at least let them know that a new version is available 
for download. In that case, web-based guides are much easier to keep current, since you can just update 
the appropriate pages on the web server and they're available immediately. 
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Tip: It’s easy to forget to update Tooltips when you’re focused on process changes. 
Use the Show Tooltips feature in FileMaker Pro to help you figure out where all 
your Tooltips are hiding. 

 
Conclusion 
Nobody is born a great FileMaker developer. It takes practice. But once you have the skills it takes to be a 
good developer, you can adapt those same skills to technical writing. If you can write a complex script or 
calculation, you're a clear, organized thinker. When you know the goals of technical, or structured writing, 
you can easily turn clear thinking into clear writing and communication with clients, end users, technical 
writers or other developers. 
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